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«

God suffers because a multitude of people can’t read the holy scriptures. The truth is imprisoned into a small number of
manuscripts which contain treasures. Let us break the seal which binds them, let us give wings to the truth, in order not to
be handwritten anymore with main efforts by hands which are becoming tired, so that they may multiply by a untiring machine
and fly to reach everybody.
Allotted to Gutenberg, 1455.

»
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Foreword
This conference describes the life and work of the great humanist, Johannes
Gutenberg, unlucky as in business as in love, but who upset the Occident by
inventing modern printing works and tools.
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Foreword
This synthesis is made of conferences given at several occasions: May 5, 1999,
Museum of Civilization, Quebec City, QC; June 27, 1999, and September 30,
2005, Zenon-Alary Museum, Mont-Rolland, QC; November 5, 2000, Graphic
Arts Institute, Ahuntsic College, Montreal, QC; July 5, 2001, History
Department, University of Montreal, QC; September 21, 2001, University of
Quebec, Chicoutimi, QC; September 23, 2001, Congress Center, Jonquiere,
QC; October 29, 2003, St. John College, St. John on the Richelieu, QC;
November 2, 2005, Canadian Museum of Fine Arts, Ottawa, ON.
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Foreword
Most of the black/white pictures herein printed are parts of a collection of several hundreds of
slides which was my property since 1985, and which I recently donated to Quebec Printing
Museum (QPM). The oldest of those glass slides measured 3¼ x 3¼ inches, or 3¼ x 4
inches, and where projected on a screen by a projector of Bausch & Lomb Co. of Rochester,
NY. They go back from 1930 to 1942. Some of them have been transferred on slides framed
into paperboard or plastic frames measuring 2 x 2 inches, going back to 1960s., or 1990s.
Some pictures are also coming from colored slides going back to 1970s., or from glass slides
transferred by my friend Michel St-Arnaud on slides of 4 square inches. I screened the most
recent paperboard or plastic slides with an Epson EU-52 scan device. Any of these slides
have never been published nor printed.
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« Printing is the most
intellectual of manual
crafts. »

L’imprimerie est le télescope de l’âme. De même que cet instrument
appelé télescope rapproche de l’œil, en les grossissant, tous les objets
de la création, les atomes et les astres même de l’univers visible, de
même l’imprimerie rapproche et met en communication immédiate,
continue, perpétuelle, la pensée de l’homme isolé avec toutes les
pensées du monde invisible…
Alphonse de Lamartine (1790-1869), Le Civilisateur : histoire de l’humanité par les grands
hommes. Tome 1 : Gutenberg, inventeur de l’imprimerie (1400-1469), (1852).
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Introduction: The genius of printing
It’s well known that puppies grow on the heaps of manure, and also on the field of honor. One can ask
how so beautiful flowers appear in such places. Is beauty coming from ugliness, as light comes from
darkness, the opposite generating its own opposite in an eternal duality, as Socrates explains in the
Phaedo, written by Plato?
Writing this conference on Gutenberg, I asked myself with that question. When I was young, I was
patiently learning printing work at the Technical Institute Don Bosco, in Liege, Belgium. Impassioned
by the books, already bibliophile for the splendid bindings, and booklover for the science that books
give, I naively believed that beauty – the beauty of matter as of spirit – had always been both the
origins and the heritage of printing, and that books still were the messengers of beauty, utility, and
truth, as the Socratic wisdom, or the Antique Greek Corinthian, Doric, and Ionic orders of architecture.
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Introduction: The genius of printing
While documenting the life of Gutenberg, the inventor of my first professional occupation, I
questioned my conviction. When I became professor of philosophy and history, I asked
myself how Gutenberg’s unhappy, almost tragic life was able to initiate a world revolution – a
revolution that upset Humanity’s life fiving as an heritage a radiation that nobody never
thought the possible rising.
During these years, I saw the books did not always brought beauty, utility, and truth, and that
books too often generated the ugly, the vain, and the forgery, the breaking of the cathedrals’
stained glasses, the burning of books, the authors’, publishers’, and educators’ suffering
instead of their happiness of having written a though able to eliminate the ugliness, the
ignorance, and the forgery.
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Introduction: The genius of printing
An internist1 historian should sustain that the historic event of XV-century modern printing was inescapable, and
that humanity reached a stage of development such as the typographic printing became a vital issue. The
Biblical stories designed on the stained glasses of cathedrals would have generated the Bible of the Poors after
a long time; the table printing would have convinced Laurens Coster to cut the complete table into single letters,
then convinced Gutenberg to melt the single letters out of metal; paper and modern ink would have naturally
arise from printing problems. But this explanation does not include Gutenberg’s genius.
1. « On appelle externalisme la thèse selon laquelle on ne peut caractériser le contenu des pensées sans faire référence à l’environnement, et
internalisme la thèse contraire selon laquelle le contenu des pensées d’un individu est interne et subjectif, et peut être caractérisé indépendamment
des relations de celui-ci au monde qui l’entoure. » Élisabeth Pacherie, « Externalisme/Internalisme », p. 417. « L’externaliste voit l’histoire des
sciences comme une explication d’un phénomène de culture par le conditionnement du milieu culturel global, et par conséquent l’assimile à une
sociologie naturaliste d’institutions en négligeant entièrement l’interprétation d’un discours à prétention de vérité. L’internaliste voit dans les faits de
l’histoire des sciences, par exemple les faits de découverte simultanée (calcul infinitésimal, conservation de l’énergie) des faits dont on ne peut faire
l’histoire sans théorie. Ici, par conséquent, le fait d’histoire des sciences est traité comme un fait de science, selon une position épistémologique qui
consiste à privilégier la théorie relativement au donné empirique. » Georges Canguilhem, Études d’histoire et de philosophie des sciences, p. 15.
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Introduction: The genius of printing
A philosopher should say that the extremes are complementary and meet in the whole2; that the ugliness generates beauty, that the burning of
books, that stakes cannot more annihilate the faith than books burning cannot remove nor even chain the thought, and that, the more books
are censored, the more the business of letters spreads by diversifying. But if we recover from it in this theory and what we adopt this idea
according to which the modern book arose from the massacre of the antique libraries, not much case of the genius of Gutenberg.
The internalist historicism no more than the philosophic thesis of eternal return of the same take into account the happy adversity that was for
the printing office the brilliant synthesis which made Gutenberg. Taking one by one each of the problems posed by the printing in his time,
Gutenberg found a solution there which his emulators then perfected. Thiss marvelous syntheses is at the same time the result of the history
of the various components of modern printed matter (type, ink, printing process) and the trigger of a tremendous explosion of the knowledge
and its expansion beyond the most distant borders.
« (…) aucune chose ne saurait naître que de son contraire, quand elle a un contraire, comme par exemple le beau qui a pour contraire le laid, le juste, l’injuste, (…) l’homme n’a pas autre chose à examiner
(…) que ce qui est le meilleur et le plus parfait, avec quoi il connaîtra aussi le pire, car les deux choses relèvent de la même science », Platon, Phédon, XV, 71b, p. 120 ; XLVI, 97c, p. 155. « Parfois le mal
plus à ses yeux qu’une méthode lui permettant de réaliser sa conception de la Beauté », Oscar Wilde, Le Portrait de Dorian Gray. « Ce que dans une partie du tout on tient pour difforme en soi devient, dans
le tout, non seulement beau parce qu’il est à sa place dans l’ordre des choses, mais aussi cause de la Beauté générale », Jean Scot Érigène, De la division de la nature. « (...) il ne faut pas moins de capacité
pour aller jusqu’au néant que jusqu’au tout. Il la faut infinie pour l’un et l’autre, et il me semble que qui aurait compris les derniers principes des choses pourrait aussi arriver jusqu’à connaître l’infini. L’un
dépend de l’autre et l’un conduit à l’autre. Ces extrémités se touchent et se réunissent à force de s’être éloignées et se retrouvent en Dieu, et en Dieu seulement », Blaise Pascal, Pensées, p. 118.n’était
parfait, avec quoi il connaîtra aussi le pire, car les deux choses relèvent de la même science », Platon, Phédon, XV, 71b, p. 120 ; XLVI, 97c, p. 155. « Parfois le mal n’était plus à ses yeux qu’une méthode lui
permettant de réaliser sa conception de la Beauté », Oscar Wilde, Le Portrait de Dorian Gray. « Ce que dans une partie du tout on tient pour difforme en soi devient, dans le tout, non seulement beau parce
qu’il est à sa place dans l’ordre des choses, mais aussi cause de la Beauté générale », Jean Scot Érigène, De la division de la nature. « (…) il ne faut pas moins de capacité pour aller jusqu’au néant que
jusqu’au tout. Il la faut infinie pour l’un et l’autre, et il me semble que qui aurait compris les derniers principes des choses pourrait aussi arriver jusqu’à connaître l’infini. L’un dépend de l’autre et l’un conduit à
l’autre. Ces extrémités se touchent et se réunissent à force de s’être éloignées et se retrouvent en Dieu, et en Dieu seulement », Blaise Pascal, Pensées, p. 118.
2
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Introduction: The genius of printing
Between the magnificent illuminations drawn by the artists of the Middle Ages to embellish labor of the monastic
scribes and the patient work of the bookbinders, the book printed in lead types on a mechanic press fully
participates to this world metamorphoses of the human though that I name the Gutenberg Revolution.
Thanks to the genius of Gutenberg that the thought freely spread into the books and in spirit of our forefathers.
Later, we will see that the ceaseless fights of the intellectuals of Renaissance and Modern times for a whole
freedom of expression will allow human mind to emancipate by getting clearer Enlightenment. In the XVIIIth
century, the Enlightenment played a historic role in the development of thought, both in Europe and America. Its
action largely depended on the efforts of printers; among these, the largest printer of Enlightenment, Benjamin
Franklin, had a major role. But this is another story. That which is presented in this conference ends with the
death of Gutenberg and the birth of the revolution he brought about.
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Before Gutenberg
Archaeological discoveries have provided many proves that we feel the need to print our thought.
Fourteen centuries B.C., the Babylonian god Bel priests were using clay bricks for burning texts for
the library built in the shadow of the temple dedicated to the god3. Since that time, various alphabets4
were formed5. About 500 B.C., the Romans adopted their alphabet of 21 letters; later, it incorporated
some new signs and some we changed that would suit all the Latin language6. The capital letter was
exclusively used in posters, books, official documents, inscriptions on monuments.
Ce qui forme l’écriture, c’est sa structure profonde, son mécanisme interne, non le tracé des signes qui ne sont que des conventions. L’écriture cunéiforme était
idéographique, non alphabétique. Michel Renouard, Naissance des écritures, p. 21.
4 Il y a des alphabets complets, qui notent les voyelles et les consonnes, et les alphabets consonantiques, qui ne notent que les consonnes (ougaritique, phénicien,
araméen, hébreu, arabe).
5 L’alphabet phénicien est le premier (XVe s. av. J.-C.).
6 Le nombre de caractères d’un alphabet doit varier entre 20 et 50, comme dans l’ougaritique de Syrie (30 lettres), l’hébreu (22 lettres), le grec (24), l’étrusque et le latin (26),
l’arabe (28), le turc (29), le maltais (30), le cyrillique et le copte (32), l’arménien (38), le sanskrit (48). Mais le maya comprend 1 200 glyphes et le chinois 13 000
sinogrammes – et certains auteurs avancent même le chiffre de 50 000 caractères chinois, voire plus, mais en comptant les hapaz, des caractères qui n’ont servi qu’une
seule fois en plusieurs siècles. Michel Renouard, op. cit., p. 56.
3
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The Trajan Column
The Trajan Column, Roma (113 A.D.)7:
A typographical model →

Source :
http://www.letterfountain.com/FR/commentcacom
mence.html.
7
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Before Gutenberg

This scripture which mixes capitals and small letters was called
onciale (or anciale) in the VIth century.
← Manuscript partially written in capital letters. Slide belonging to MIQ.

Onciale. ↑ Source: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Onciale_latine.png
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Lower case letter
In the VIth century A.D. appears the
small letter (or lower case letter), which
is a mere reduction of the capital letter
made by the monastic scribe as he feels
to do so. Lower case letter becomes
quickly popular8.
Minuscule caroline. →
d'une page (folio 160v) tirée d'un livre liturgique
carolingien (British Library, MS Add. 11848), écrit en minuscule
caroline.
8 Texte
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Before Gutenberg

One called cursive this writing mainly used in private documents
and letters, etc.

← Cursive. Slide belonging to the MIQ.

Later, capitals disappeared and the writing was called semionciale (or semi-anciale).
Extrait du Livre de Kells, 820 A.D., écrit en semi-onciale. →
Source : http://www.t411.me/torrents/book-of-kells.
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The monastic scribes

Use of cursive speaded; it was completely adopted by the
scribes of the IXth century.
Antique scribes used an ink made of water and burnt winecolored or, burnt ivory or, soot. Insufficiently dye-attached
pigments were easily spread by touching them.

Monastic scribe. ↑
Source : http://matitine.perso.infonie.fr/archives/page4.htm.

After wars and invasions, thought secured itself in the pece and
solitude of monasteries; there, scribes were busy with theories
of astronomy, physics, history and translation of old manuscripts.
Reading was mandatory for monks since saint Benoit edicted
that rule in 529 A.D. 300 monasteries were founded in Ireland by
saint Patrick. To them, one can add Luxeuil (France), Saint-Gall
(Switzerland), Bobbio (Italy), Fulda (Germany), Ripoll (Spain),
etc., where scribes were copying out again and again the works
of ancient scholars8.
8

Henri Tissot, Le Livre, hier, aujourd’hui et demain, p. 40.

e
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The illuminations
We owe to monastic scribes manuscripts illuminated by lettrines and other printed
ornaments, bandeaux, or cul-de-lampe9, that we still admire today for their coloris and their
rich designs. These illuminations illustrate religious as profane subjects. The scenes that
they describe are magistrally depicted by talentuous artists.
At the beginning of the Ist millenium, feodality was almost over, great cities and universities
were arousing, nobles, searchers and bourgeois requested more from scribes. The fabulous
stories and testimonies brought from the East by the Crusaders10 excited the curiosity.
Nom donné aux alentours du XVe siècle à une enluminure ornant une initiale longue (g, p, q, par ex.), lorsqu’elle fait dépasser la lettre dans la marge.
10 La première Croisade fut prêchée par le pape Urbain II en 1095. Jacques G. Ruelland, Histoire de la guerre sainte, p. 67.
9
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Before Gutenberg
In abbayes and monasteries, science was mainly made of theology, elements of
physics, astronomy mixed with astrology, and mathematics including magic highly
prised at that time. Greek science, a long time ago adopted by the Fathers of the
Church and then written in works unanimosly seen as the Truth, like the Almageste
authored by Claudius Ptolemaeus or the medical theories of Claudius Galenus, going
back to the IInd century A.D. Science was then mixed with superstitions and various,
false believes. One can believes that Earth is unmoving and in the center of the
Universe, another one believes that human body is made of four balanced humors or,
that the actions of planets have an impact on human health or illness.
19

Knowledge fever

In XVth century, a fever for knowledge envelops the
society. Reading becomes the most imperative
nessity. Taste for studies, particularly literature and
antique languages develops quickly, brought by
scientists escaping the muslim invasion of the Greek
empire11. Obviously, we are facing a torough change
of mentalities and habits in West, we are and at the
eve of a new era or, at the crossroad of Western
Civilization; at the sunset of Middle Ages, at the
sunshine of Renaissance.
← Manuscrit anglais de 1300, extrait de la Golden Legend. Slide belonging to QPM.
11 Émile Leclerc, op. cit., p. 6. Constantinople est tombée le 29 mai 1453 aux mains des Turcs.
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A growing need
Facing the grow of the need, the scribes requested higher and higher prices for a work which was unceasely
poorer. Mistakes were numerous. Too abundant abbreviations make the texts incomprehensible, calligraphy is
lesser readable, and many scribes “correct” the texts according to their own believes.
On se met à écrire si violemment que les mots se confondent ; les lettres ne font plus qu’un seul trait, les mots une ligne et les lignes, comme
dit Clemengis, une broderie indéchiffrable avec des jours et des enchevêtrements plus divers que les tours dentelées de nos cathédrales.
Pendant cinquante ans, tous les hommes instruits se plaignent de l’illisibilité des caractères cursifs ; on multiplie les abréviations, comme si la
pensée impatiente de son caractère imparfait, l’eût brisé dans sa colère12.

Monastic scribes used an ink made of walnut of scale containing iron; they tried various combinations by mixing
pigments and copper or iron oxide, but results were as bad as the inks used at the time of Antiquity. Scribes
added sometimes to their ink a pleasant product which lightly attacked the parchment: vitriol, but it did not
improve ink’s quality.
12

Ibid., p. 7.
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From the scribe to the engraver
In fact, wood engravers were the real promotors of mechanic printing, not the
monastic scribes. Playing cards were invented around 1773; they were engraved on
wood as soon as 1400. At the beginning they were hand-designed; then, the growing
of the need requested a faster production: so they were designed on sheets of cut out
paperboard. Need staying growing, one cuts, using a chisel of sculptor and gouges,
the image of the cards into tick pieces of hard wood (often beech or oak). A fatty ink is
coated on these pieces of wood; then, a sheet of paperboard to which one applies a
strong pressure is so printed, just like today, when we stamp a document. This kind of
printing is called xylography (Greek ξύλον, wood, and γράφειν, to write).
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The frotton

Alone at the beginning, the picture is quickly accompanied by texts; at
the end of the XIVth century, one can find full pages of text engraved
into wood tables; here we have tabular printing or xylography, which is
an intermediary stage between the manuscript and the printing using
lead types. Xylography is the name for the serial printing of wooden
pictures, with or without engraved texts, texts without illustrations
engraved in a table of wood, as well as set up texts made with single
types engraved in a table of wood, cut out, and assembled after
engraving. Xylographical or tabular printing requested the writing of a
text on a perfect table of wood; then, the xylographer dug the turn and
the interior of the letters so that the text was in relief. The table was
inked and covered by a sheet of parchment, and the print was made
when the xylographer applied a strong pressure with a brush or a
frotton, a wooden stick covered with tick tissues, to the back of the
parchment.
← A frotton. Slide belonging to QPM.
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Papyrus and parchment
Since highest Antiquity, writing was done on papyrus or parchment. Probably
invented by Egyptians, the papyrus was composed of strips of bark of reeds
juxtaposed the ones against the others and braided with other identical strips
laid out perpendicular to the first, the whole being dried with the sun and being
pressed under stones. The parchment was the skin of an animal, generally the
goat or the sheep, tanned and dried.
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Chinese xylography and paper
Let us make a digression. Ange Roccha, in his Bibliotheca Vaticana Illustrata published in
Rome in 1561, claims that the Chinese knew the tabular printing more than three centuries
before J.-C.
What is certain, it is that xylography existed in China as of the Life century A.D. the Chinese
used it in 932 A.D. for the impression on paper of images and sacred texts. Paper was made
of paste of mulberry tree or silk rags. But paper made its appearance in Europe only in 1258.
On another side, the Chinese also invented, as of the year One Thousand12, the mobile
wood characters. The process is described as follows in the memories of a Chinese doctor
named Tchin-Kouo, published in 1056:
12

Émile Leclerc, dans son Nouveau manuel de typographie, indique plutôt « le XIe siècle ».
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Chinese typography
After having printed on engraved planks of wood the books of the laws and the works historical, a working blacksmith named
Pi-Ching invented another manner of printing by means of boards made up of mobile types. With a fine and glutinous ground
paste, he formed regular plates as thin as a coin, on which he engraved the most used characters, and each character formed
a seal (or type) which one cooked with fire to harden it. He coated then a table of iron of a very fusible cement composed of
resin, of wax and lime, in which it inserted an iron frame divided internally by nets perpendiculaires25, then it arranged the
types there by tightening them the ones below the others, so that the framework filled with these types thus gathered formed a
board.
It then approached fire this board to dissolve some slightly cement, and then, it strongly supported on surface a quite plane
piece of wood to also insert the types in mastic cement. By this means, the types had a surface rather similar to that of a
grinding stone of mill on which one printed as many specimens as one wanted. What prevented from employing these types
out of wood, it is that the fabric in is sometimes porous and sometimes tight, and that once impregnated water they would
have been unequal and could not have been detached from cement to be used for another composition26.
25 On sait que le chinois peut s’écrire de haut en bas.
26 Source : http://www.eauforte.net/histoire/index.html
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Impossible typography
These imperfect characters gave in 1377 to another native craftsman of Pi-Ling the idea to melt them out of lead. In 1403, a
first imperial decree orders the cast iron of 100,000 copper characters. Until 1503, eleven other decrees of the same kind
are promulgated. Then, the same year, the Chinese give up the use of the mobile characters. At the XVIIIth century, a new
decree orders the cast iron of 380,000 characters, but 20 years later, the Chinese give up the use of the mobile characters
again. What is their problem? The Chinese language has approximately 40,000 characters, which one can divide into 214
radicals and 858 phonetics and which combine between them. The research of the mobile characters takes hundred times
more time than to draw them directly on paper!
Xylography would have been introduced in Occident following the travel that Marco Polo made in China into 127215.
According to other sources, Dutch browsers made known the use of xylography to their compatriots around the XIVth
century. One had acquired in Occident a very good control of engraving on metal, but one did not make use for printing.
15

Émile Leclerc, op. cit., p. 11.
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Wood Les clichés
de bois
Let us close the digression and
return to Europe, around 1350.
Xylography began with the manufacturing from playing cards, then
of images of holiness and ascetic
books. The image, alone at the
beginning, was quickly accompanied by text added again by an
additional impression.

↑ Wood-engraved picture, used as printing work. Slice belonging to QPM.
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Before Gutenberg

Xylography was initially clandestine and, like typography at its beginnings,
proposed the counterfeit of the handwritten book, imitated with few expenses
and sold with large bénéfice16.
← Manuscrit, Paris, 1408: Compare with the picture at the right.
Slice belonging to QPM.
Xylography, 1444. Goal: counterfeit handwriting.

The large monasteries like Cluny, Cîteaux,
Clairvaux, etc., which had more independence
with regard to the corporations, more openly
used xylography for the printing of books of piety
and the publication of edifying books intended for
faithful and the pilgrims.

The first printed books before the end of XVth century are
called incunables. Henri Tissot, dir., op. cit., p. 49.
16
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The Protat Wood
The Protat Wood which dates from the surroundings of
1370, is the oldest wood engraved for purposes of
printing discovered in Occident.

Bibliothèque nationale de France – Estampes et photographie : http://blog.bnf.fr/10ans-etapres/index.php/2008/12/29/le-bois-protat-le-plus-ancien-bois-grave-connu-dans-le-mondeoccidental/
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Playing cards
German playing cards, XVth century. On the web site of
Elsa Barbier : www.laventuredulivre.blogspot.ca/2011.

King of hearts: playing card – engraved wood. On the web site
www.histoirepassion.eu/spip.php?article241 : Société archéologique et historique de la Charente, bulletin 1902-1903, p. 223,
planche III.
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Before Gutenberg
saints… Her is Isa Donelli’s Oracle des Saints, on the
web site of Boutique Artisa-Aide : www.carte-ajouer.com/Oracle-des-Saints.html.

Pictures of saints or angels illustrated some
playing cards. Sometimes, there were
various personnages, members of royal
families, knights, etc. It proves that Roman
Catholic Church didn’t condemn the play
itself, but its bad consequences. That’s why
the bingo was so popular in the catholic
parishes of Quebec along the XXth century.
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Before Gutenberg
… and angels… On the web site
www.xarte-a-jouer.com/Les-Anges.html.
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Anopistographes and apistographes
Xylography does not make it possible to print a sheet on its two sides: one is indeed obliged to apply a fat to the back of the
sheet to make slip the frotton. This fat is opposed then to the impression of the back of the sheet of paper by preventing ink
from adhering to it. Should ink had adhered, the action of the frotton to the recto had damaged the text already printed.
During the assembly, one must then stick back to back the sheets printed on only one side. During the assembly, one must
then stick back to back the sheets printed on only one side. The paper being printed only on one side, one calls these prints
of the anopistographes: they are printed only on the recto of the sheets and not on the two sides of the sheet, which
constitutes apistographes (or print “recto/verso”, like one says it now).
Later, one engraves holy pictures for the pilgrimages as the Eastern ones do it for a long time; but the paper of China, more
absorbent, lends itself better to the impression that the paper of rag, harder, manufactured in Europe. Although known in
Europe since the XIIIth century, paper is really used for the impression of the books only at the XVth century, when the
printed book does not have to be made anymore pass for a handwritten book. The first xylographic impressions of images of
piety are done on parchment, and paper is useful only for the playing cards.
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Bible of the Poor
One prints by this means of the continuations of figures of the Bible known under the
name of Bible of the Poor (Biblia Pauperum) because they are intended for those which
do not have the means of buying handwritten books that only the members of the easy
classes can acquire. Most preachers, too poor to acquire the whole Bible, works bulky
and then extremely expensive, limit themselves to the purchase of these usually
decorated summaries of woodcuttings representing and explaining the principal facts of
Old and New Testaments.
One knows several xylographic German and Latin editions of them; they have from 40 to
50 layers anopistographes; they go back to 1470, 1472 and one to 1475. The oldest
edition would have been printed in Bamberg in 1420.

This xylography of 1450 shows a detail of the German text of the Bible. One notices the bad xylographic ↑ impression text, the crushing of the types and their
chaotic alignment. QPM slide.
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Bible of the Poor

The text is integrated into the
pictures – sometimes awkwardly…
← Xylography, 1423. Xylographic picture and xylographic
text added by means of a second print. Ibid.
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Bible of the Poor
Xylography. Bible of the Poor, Augsbourg (1471). ↑ Ibid.
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Bible of the Poor
Xylography. Bible of the Poor, Augsbourg (1471). →
Ibid.
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Xylography:
many problems
… then, during the XVth century, one sees appearing whole pages of
text thus engraved in wood: →
Xylography poses many problems: it is necessary to prepare as many
boards as the work comprises pages; each board can be useful only
for the impression of this page; each character must be cut with the
hand; from one word to another, the identical letters are not uniform;
the mistakes of the engraver can be repaired only by ankles which
seldom have the solidity of the hard wood; alternatively wet and dried,
the boards crack. And it is not counting the problem of storage of the
many boards of a book.
↑ Xylographic text with a reserve
intended to receive an illuminated
letter. Ibid.
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Before Gutenberg

A famous xylographic book is the Mirror of the Salvation (Speculum humanæ
Salvationis), in-folio17 63 layers and 58 prints, of an extreme rarity. This work is
written in Latin at the XIIIth century by a Benedictine monk. Translated into several
languages, it is not only engraved on wood, but later so printed in mobile
characters. One counts six editions at the XVth century of it. Still let us announce
Art to die well (Ars bene Moriendi), small illustrated in-folio of 24 layers, not less
rare, which one counts seven editions.
“Sheet folded into two, and giving four pages.” Louis Delcommune
et al., Lexique des mots usuels employés en typographie, imprimerie, linotypie, reliure, p. 28.

17

← Speculum humanæ Salvationis, printed in Augsbourg in 1473 by
Gunther Zainer. Source : http://www.georgegrey.org.nz/
TheCollection/CollectionItem/id/55/title/speculum-humanaesalvationis-the-mirror-of-human-salvation.aspx.
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Xylographic ink
Xylographers used starch and made lampblack ink. The starch caused to make this ink not very fluid and
blacker than the preceding ones, but it was also not very adherent and was removed with least friction.
Moreover, it pasted the letters. The problem of inks remained unsolved until Gutenberg takes care. The tabular
printing disappeared around 1490.
C’est à ces informes essais de cartes à jouer, dit Ambroise-Firmin Didot, puis des images avec légendes, puis
des Donats, imprimés sur table de bois, puis en caractères de métal, soit sculptés sur pièce, soit retouchés au
burin, après avoir été coulés, que l’imprimerie rattache son origine19.

The imperfections of xylography made conceive the idea to engrave each letter separately. In this
manner the isolated letters could be gathered after and form words; the words, sentences; the
sentences, lines; and the lines, pages. Once the impression completed, these same letters could be
used again to reproduce other works. It was the ancestor of Scrabble game!
19

Cité par Émile Leclerc, op. cit., p. 14.
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The mobile types of Coster
In Netherlands, Belgium and Germany more particularly, one endeavoured to find a new way
of reproduction. Researchers had the idea to manufacture mobile and reusable letters. It
seems that it is Laurens Janszoon Coster (or van Coster, or Laurens Jansz Koster, 13701439), of Haarlem (Netherlands), which had the first of it the idea. But the characters cut in
beech worked under the effect of moisture and heat. To maintain in place small wood cubes,
they were bored, in their upper part, of a hole by which one passed a string that one stopped
of a node at each end of the lines. (The particular manner to bind a typographical text would
go up, it seems, with this at that time.) The correction of an error was certainly possible, but
took an insane time to the xylographer who was each time to demolish and remake the link
of the line. Moreover, the characters wore quickly and were often badly aligned. Their difficult
use made them reject quickly.
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Laurens Janszoon Coster
← Statue of Laurens Janszoon Coster on the Grand Market Place at
Haarlem, its hometown. It shows well high the letter “A” in his right
hand. Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laurens_Janszoon_Coster.
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A clandestine art
In the meantime the first works having led on a tour of printing works were undertaken
in the greatest secrecy, so that the products of the art nouveau cannot be
distinguished from those which the hand of the copyists created with such an amount
of sorrow and slowness. This great concern of the first printers to give to their volumes
appearances of the manuscripts, by mechanical counterfeit, and this with an aim of
making sure of large benefit, explains the absence of clear indications on their person
or the place and the date of their work. Henricus Pantaléon indeed explains in its
Librari de Viris Illustribus Germaniæ, printed in 1565, that
Initially this art was hidden and communicated only with a small number of followers, who brought
themselves their letters in closed bags and carried them then workshop. Henricus Pantaléon,
Liber de Viris illustribus Germaniæ (1565), quoted by Émile Leclerc, op. cit., p. 15.
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A diabolic art
The clandestine character of the mechanical impression is explained by the fact that the first to use it wanted, for venal
reasons, to counterfeit the manuscripts and, at the same time, by their fear to be marked of sorcery at one time when it was
not conceived that one could imitate the natural gesture of the copyist by purely mechanical means. In addition, this
clandestine character explains itself that the origins of printing works remain obscure so much so that several characters and
several cities claim paternity of it.
What is constant, it is that Strasbourg and Mainz are the only cities of which the rights on a tour of printing works of the books
in mobile characters by means of the press are undeniable, by leaving however in Haarlem the merit have preceded them for
the tabular impression. In favor of this thesis, let us mention testimony of Ulrich Zell, from Hanau, printer in Cologne, which
declares in 1465:
Though this art was invented in Mainz (…) the first form existed in Holland, in Donats that one printed there before this time; it is them and according to
them that this art took its origin; but the new invention was more important and clever that the first one. Émile Leclerc, op. cit.
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Gutenberg ousted by Fust
This story was preserved by the author of the Chronicle of Cologne, written in German
and printed in Cologne by Jean Kœlhoff in 1499. It’s necessary to add what Ange
Roccha in the appendix of his Bibliotheca Vaticana says; he tells to have seen on the
first page of a grammar of Donat this note written by Marie-Ange Accurse:
Alde Jr., scholar and very learned in the study of Antiquity, showed me Donat printed on vellum in
the first page of which this handwritten note was read: “Jean Fust, of Mainz, maternal grandfather
of Jean Schœffer, imagined the first art to print with types of copper, and then found the way of
replacing them by types out of lead. His son, Pierre Schœffer, made much improvement to this
art. This Donat and the book entitled Confessionalia are the first which were printed. They are of
1450. The idea had been suggested by it by Donats previously printed in Holland on carved
boards.” At the bottom was written: Hæc scripsit Mari-Angelus Accursius. Ibid., p. 16.
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Seven cradles for one art
Just as seven cities of Antiquity (Argos, Athens, Chios, Colophon, Rhodos, Salamine, and Smyrna)
claimed with glory to have seen being born Homer, as seventeen cities in Modern times, dispute the
honor of the invention of the printing works, among which Cologne, Eltville, Haarlem, Mainz, Paris,
Sélestat, Strasbourg and Venice; Strasbourg and Mainz also assert the tabular printing. But three
cities only support their claims of serious titles: Strasbourg, Mainz, and Haarlem.
According to Junius, Scrivenius, Roxhornius, Scaliger and other writers, it is Laurens Coster, of
Haarlem, which made succeed the mobile characters of wood the xylographic tables, and would have
substituted for the frotton the press already of use in other professions. But Meerman, in its great work
on the Typographicæ Origins, published in The Hague (Netherlands) in 1765, where all the documents
concerning the origin of printing works are joined together, partly refuted the rights which the
Netherlands could allot:
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The reversed letter
If one can, he says, to allot something to Coster, it would be only the execution of the
engraved images of the Speculum humanæ Salvationis. While being shown even liberal
in its connection, all its invention will be restricted to have known to carve these letters
on wood or another matter, invention which totally differs of the typography, which
consists in the mobilization [sic] of the characters (letter to the Dutch historiographer
Wagenaar, 1757).

It is however certain that Coster used of the mobile types, since one notices on
the fifth sheet of the Mirror of the Salvation (1430), a reversed letter, i.e. placed
in the bad direction, and on page 40, a turned over sentence of three words.
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Genius of Gutenberg
But to invent printing itself, it was requested to engrave the letters in metal.
Engraving letter by letter requires much time and the production of the types
necessary to the composition of a whole book is expensive. To invent printing
works, it was also necessary to invent a means of reproducing the types easily
and thus of accelerating the production of the books all while lowering some the
cost price. For that, one needed a man who was at the same time metallurgist,
moulor, engraver, scribe, and scholar. This man was Gutenberg.
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Gutenberg
Gutenberg in 1450. →
QPM slide.
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1398-1430: Youth in Mainz
Johannes (Jean, or Hahn, or Hann, or Henn, all diminutives of Johannes) Gänsfleisch (Pierre
Lecerf, in his Manuel pratique du typographe, and Guy Bechtel, in his Gutenberg et
l’invention de l’imprimerie, give the Gensfleisch orthography), known as Gutenberg, is born
between 1396 and 1399 in Mainz, Germany. One often gives the date of 1398 for his birth20.
20 Notamment le site http://www.slip.net/~graphion/museum.html. Pierre Lecerf, op. cit., donne la date de 1397. Guy
Bechtel, op. cit., p. 162, déclare que « par commodité, puisque c’est une date ronde, on le fait naître en 1400 » ! – non sans
avoir précisé auparavant que l’imprimeur serait né entre 1394 et 1400. On le fait naître aussi le « 21 juin, fête de la saint
Jean », dont il porte le patronyme. Ibid., p. 165. Mais il s’agit alors de saint Jean le Baptiste (et non de saint Jean
l’Évangéliste), qui est fêté le 24 juin, et non le 21 juin. Que de confusion ! On peut se demander comment un père pourrait
choisir pour son fils un prénom en fonction d’une profession qui n’existe pas encore vriment et pour laquelle le poupon à
peine né ne montre encore aucune disposition ! Autrement dit, il n’y a aucun rapport entre le prénom de Gutenberg et le fait
que saint Jean l’Évangéliste soit le saint patron des imprimeurs.
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Youth
Resulting from the middle-class artisanal society, he belongs by his mother, Else Wirich21, to a family of potters.
The frequentation of the family workshop taught certainly him the tradition from supported work, the precision of
the technique, the importance of experimental research at one time when each craftsman keeps his craft
secrets like treasures. His father, Friele Gänsfleisch zur Laden22, known as Gutenberg, exerts the hereditary
load of Master of the accounts of Mainz. He deals with the purchase of metals, governs nature and the quantity
of striking, discusses the metallurgy problems. The young Gutenberg thus grows in contact with metallurgists
and engravers. Aged 20 in 1419, he becomes orphan. He can engrave a punch, form a mould, strike a matrix,
run metal. But he is the junior by the family, and must work under the direction of his brother, Friele Jr. He
cannot be resigned to this honest mediocrity.
21 Guy

Bechtel, op. cit., p. 157.
Gutenberg means “Good Mountain” in German and becomes Bonimentis in Latin. Pierre Lecerf, op. cit., p. 16, « Good Mountain is the name of the domain where
Gutenberg was born in Mainz. »

22
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Gutenberg
Johannes Gänsfleisch chooses the pseudonym of Gutenberg to be
distinguished from the three other Johannes Gänsfleisch which live at this time
in Mainz. He attends the school of the archbishop's palace, knows penmanship
and admires the handwritten and illuminated folios of the archiepiscopal library.
From 1419 to 1430 (1428 according to the site http://www.slip.net/~graphion/
museum.html), he learns probably the art of goldsmith and improves his
technique of metallurgist, founder, engraver of currency.
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1430: Gutenberg in Strasbourg. 1st association
st
(Gutenberg/Riff/Dritzehen/Heilmann). 1 trial
In 1430 (1428, according to the site http://www.slip.net/~graphion/museum.html), then old of about thirty years, Gutenberg leaves
Mainz for political reasons and establishes in Strasbourg, where he remains until 1444. There are indeed politico-economic
arguments within the patriciat of Mainz, after which the popular party comes to power. These difficulties concern directly the family
of Gutenberg. Gutenberg must be exiled. He secretly installs his printing workshop in the abandoned monastery of Saint-Arbogastof-the-Ill, near Strasbourg. In 1434, it is registered as member of the corporation of the goldsmiths in Strasbourg. When one knows
how the professional corporations of each city are protected at that time from the foreign invaders, one can think that Gutenberg
has togheter a thorough formation, excellent references and good friends.
Becoming boss in 1434, he takes pupils and associates and teaches them three techniques: polishing of the precious stones,
manufacturing of the spectacle lenses (or mirrors according to some) and art of printing. The idea according to which Gutenberg
would have manufactured mirrors is often supported by those which suspect him of having had certain occult activities, close to
those of an alchemist – some people of this time regarding the mirror as an invention of the devil. But it should be remembered that
the manufacturing of the mirrors requires knowledge relating to the chemistry of glass and metals, that had Gutenberg as founder.
Nevertheless, nothing of that proves that he was an alchemist or a wizard!
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1436: The Gutenberg Révolution
and Anna von Stahltür
The date of 1436, i.e. that of the first tests of typography by Gutenberg, marks really the birth of
Modern printing. But industry is not launched yet and the invention requires expensive improvements.
Indeed, it is in 1436 that Gutenberg will make build his press and that he will begin its research in
order to melt of the mobile lead characters. Let us start with the invention of the mobile types.
Gutenberg then attends the daughter of a middle-class rich family, Annette of the Iron Door. She
became perhaps his wife (no document proves neither the union, nor the absence of union), not
without to have as a preliminary trailed Gutenberg in court for rupture of promise of marriage.
According to certain sources (not documented), the couple, bench in Strasbourg, would have already
had three children in 1444. The German name of that lady was Ennelin zur der Iserin Thüre
(according to Guy Bechtel, op. cit., p. 205) or, Anna von Stahltür (according another sources). Always
according to these doubtful sources, Gutenberg, leaving Strasbourg in 1444, would have given up his
wife and their children – what astonishes anybody considering his religious convictions.
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André Dritzehen and Jean Riff
Another middle-class rich man, André Dritzehen (Guy Bechtel spells this name Dritzehn.
Dritzehen is the orthography retained by Émile Leclerc), request to become his associate.
Gutenberg teaches to him by 1436 the polishing of the precious stones and the mirrors and
“to continue secrets which excite the curiosity of all”. It is then Jean Riff (or Riffe, according to
Émile Leclerc in its Nouveau manuel de typographie), prefect of the town of Lichtenberg,
which makes him the same request. He wants to prepare, in the manner of Gutenberg, of the
spectacle lenses and to sell them with the fair of Aachen which must be held in 1439 and
where will gather many pilgrims. A contract for the exploitation of secret processes is
concluded between Gutenberg and Riff; at the end, Gutenberg keeps the ⅔ of the profits for
himself and leaves the remaining to his money-lender.
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Brothers Antoine and André Heilmann
Aware of the Riff’s approaches and wishing to benefit from a good deal, Dritzehen requires of Gutenberg to teach him also, “to implement
several marvelous arts and secrets which hold of the wonder”; in fact, it is not absolutely necessary of art to polish the spectacle lenses, but
the contracting parties undoubtedly did not judge adapted to be described more clearly, by fear to see the invention considered as works
diabolic, or in the hope of benefitting the best from an art for which it an art which does not have yet a name.
Meanwhile, Antoine Heilmann knows that negotiations exist and wishes to join the group, like his brother, André Heilmann. Gutenberg
accepts the first three proposals, but refuses that of André Heilmann, fearing “that the friends of André did not claim that it was sorcery, what
he would not like.” Gutenberg thus teaches its technique with its three associates and sign with them a contract: the owner (Gutenberg) will
touch ½ of the profits, the first associated one (Jean Riff), the ¼, and the two last (André Dritzehen and Antoine Heilmann), the 1/8 each one.
Those pay even 80 guilders to Gutenberg for their initiation. Penniless as usual, Gutenberg piles up these funds in order to continue his idea:
the creation of a true printing works based on its typographical technique and its printing process.
The opportunity to speak about it arises fortuitously. Whereas glasses are ready for the fair of Aachen of 1439, this one is suddenly differed
at the following year. The association is questioned. Moreover, Dritzehen and Heilmann go by chance to Saint-Arbogast, where Gutenberg
works, and they realize that this one their mask several secrets, which they do not like, and that he works for his own account with new
inventions.
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1er trial
At this point they break the old contract and, at the end of a discussion probably extremely surging and charged of threats,
form a news one by requiring that Gutenberg indicates on the contract which he “would hide to them none the secrets that
he knew”. Gutenberg initiates his associates in his new secret. In this new association, where Dritzehen is made “guarantor
on both sides for lead and other things which they would have bought,” they all are equal and have the tools in common.
Since Gutenberg brings its science, Dritzehen and Heilmann will bring 210 guilders together. Riff will be included in the
association, but none is aware of in which conditions. Avoiding problems in the company, if one of the associates dies, all
the goods of association will return to the three different ones. One agrees to in such a case return to the heirs only hundred
payable guilders in five years from the death – careful clause, because André Dritzehen, who cannot resist overwork that it
had been necessary while working with Gutenberg, dies on duty at the time of Christmas 1438, completely ruined by his
investments in the business. His two brothers, heirs, smelling the good deal, ask Gutenberg to succeed André Drizehen in
the association. Gutenberg refuses. They make him lawsuit in order to recover the sums paid by their brother in the
association of which, paradoxically they know only few things, André Dritzehen not having betrayed any secret that
Gutenberg had entrusted to him. They are nonsuited in court, but Gutenberg must pay 100 guilders before to have even
profited from his invention. The company is dissolved by judgement on December 12th, 1438.
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Was Gutenberg homosexual?
One claimed without never it to prove that Jean Riff profited from a special
treatment in his various associations with Gutenberg owing to the fact that
particular links – even homosexual – linked with this last. It is pure calumny
there, because nothing proves that Gutenberg had some trend with
homosexuality. Isn’t there, simply, the mark of a sincere friendship? In fact, one
knows about nothing of his private life except that he was very religious and
lived as a hermit, devoting all his forces to his work. This attitude is explained
owing to the fact that it probably had a fragile health, like its youth, studious and
religious, suggests it.
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A significant judgement
The judgement dated December 12th, 1438 is the first official act which attests invention of typography before 1440. The
declarations of the witnesses at that time provide the best evidence of the existence of typographical printing. Dünn, a
goldsmith, has stated “to have gained of Gutenberg, for approximately three years, nearly 100 guilders for the things which
belong to printing works.” This deposition makes it possible to make defer to the year 1436 the beginnings of this art. The
intervention of a goldsmith, who was also founder, engraver and mechanic like any goldsmith at that time, makes suppose
that the characters employed with the impression were rather out of lead than out of wooden. The slowness of the tests and
the long work of the goldsmith to the service of Gutenberg reveal something else. It is possible that the goldsmith following
the example of, and especially of the bell-founders, who obtained in relief, on the bells, by means of the cast iron, of the
whole legends whose model admittedly was engraved of only one part, Gutenberg and Dünn had the idea to compose in
mobile types one page that they would have sought to mould in an unspecified matter to obtain a relief on which then they
would have printed. The same letters would have been then used to compose of other pages. Work to engrave separately
each letter was thus extremely simplified. This process, which is stereotyping, did not succeed, undoubtedly because of
difficulties which Gutenberg and Dünn for the composition of the moulds were to encounter, whereas the industrial arts were
if not very advanced. Thus is explained the intervention of a goldsmith, his long tests, his work and finally use of lead
“requested by this technique.”
raft60

A significant judgment
If one does not want to admit yet the discovery of mobile natures melted in isolated matrices,
François Didot thinks that “by analogy with the processes specific to the goldsmiths,
Gutenberg, while being helped of the experiment of Dünn, seeks to stamp characters, and
that by means of iron counter-punches inserted on lead lines, it obtains more or less regular
reliefs, which it is only enough to improve thereafter. It is what explains the differences in
details that one notices in the letters of several of the first books, such as the Psalter of
Mainz, although the whole of these letters have the same resemblance. According to the
testimony of the dealer in notions Barbel de Zabern with the lawsuit which opposed
Gutenberg to the Dritzehen succession, it was probably with the engraving and the final
improvement of these types that worked night and day André Dritzehen, with more courage
than of success, since nothing appears to be finished during this association.
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A significant judgment
From 1439 to 1444, Gutenberg goes all to sacrifice to the improvement of its project. Purchase of lead,
punches, various equipment: the guilders leave per hundreds. Despite everything his efforts, he does not reach
the industrial realization in Strasbourg. In 1441, Gutenberg cannot supplement the purchase of an annuity in
Strasbourg. In 1442, he sells an annuity of Mainz. Heilmann and Riff do not have any more funds or refuse to
advance them. In 1444 (1450 according to some sources), Gutenberg leaves Strasbourg, giving up its workshop
behind him, and returns to seek support among his family, in Mainz.
The Gutenberg’s first trial shows well that he had invented mobile lead types. The same lawsuit proves that he
had also invented the printing press.
We saw that in 1436, Gutenberg had invented his printing press, while observing says one a press to vintage or
press with wine, but it could also be a question of the press of the paper maker or the coiner; Konrad Saspach,
carpenter and lumberman of Strasbourg, is the manufacturer. Gutenberg thus wishes to find a solution to
several problems posed by the xylographic impression, the other problems being able to be solved in the
immediate future by the invention of lead types.
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The 8 problems which the typography solves
In fact, Gutenberg must solve at least 8 problems:
1.
correction of the lines of texts;
2.
regularity height of the characters;
3.
the solidity of the characters;
4.
the replacement of the pressure exerted with the hand on paper or another support by uniform and regular pressure put by a turntable;
5.
the elimination of the anopistographic impression;
6.
the location of the printed texts;
7.
improvement of the quality of paper;
8.
the quality of the degree of drying property of ink and its pigmentary composition.
which proceed of the four following components, of the letter press printing:
a)
character: the material (lead), its height, its design, etc.
b)
the press and regularity of the impression;
c)
paper;
d)
ink.
Illuminations and binding pose related problems with the letter press printing, but Gutenberg is not worried any.
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Gutenberg, precursor of modern science
The first three problems, i.e. the correction of the lines of texts, the regularity height of the types and
their solidity, will be solved by the mobile cast iron of types out of lead in an adapted mould, as we will
see later. 4th, 5th and 6th problems, namely the replacement of the pressure exerted with the hand on
the support by uniform and regular pressure put by a turntable, the elimination of the anopistographic
impression and the location of the texts, will find their solution with the invention of the printing press.
As for the improvement of the quality of paper, Gutenberg will also contribute to it by manufacturing
increasingly thin paper. Lastly, it is under its direction – if not by himself – which was discovered an ink
suitable for the mechanical impression.
By thus breaking up the total problem of the printing of the documents into sub-problems, Gutenberg
shows rationality and of scientific spirit. He indeed peels the problem while following, two centuries
before Descartes, a method of analysis which gives to the activity of the researchers his character of
modern science. Gutenberg is thus one of the initiators of the modern scientific thought.
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Disappearance of the printing press
At the time of the lawsuit which opposes Gutenberg to the Dritzehen brothers, Laurent Beildeck tells that it was sent by
Gutenberg to Claus Dritzehen, one of the two brothers of André Dritzehen, to recommend to him “to show to nobody the
press which it had under his guard” since the death of this last, and to request it, moreover, “to go to the press and to open it
by means of the two screws, that then the parts would be detached from each other”, and that after that “nobody could
nothing see there nor understanding.” The woman of the lumberman Hans Schultheis deposited that “Laurent Beilbeck
came in his cousin Claus Dritzehen and tells him: “Dear Dritzehen, late André Dritzehen had four parts lying in a press, and
Gutenberg requested that you withdraw them press and that you separate them from each other, so that one cannot
understand what it is. “André Heilmann deposited that it knew well that Gutenberg, a few time before Christmas, had sent
his servant to both Andre [Dritzehen and Heilmann] to seek the forms so that he could make sure that they have been
separated, and that even several forms had given him regret… That with the death of Andre, the witness, knowing well that
people would have had great desire to examine the press, it made say to Gutenberg to send [somebody] to the press to
hide it.“ Indeed, Gutenberg sent his servant to put it in disorder. Konrad Saspach, the manufacturer of the press, deposited
that André Heilmann had told him: “Dear Konrad, since André Dritzehen died, as it is you who ace made the presses, and
that you know the thing, thus go ahead, and withdraws the parts of the press and separates to them from each other,
disassembles them and thus nobody will be able to know what it is.“ But according this witness, wanting to carry out this
order, sought the presses, all was disappeared…
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Apistographe
The disappearance of the equipment of Gutenberg stresses the importance of the invention of the printing press and the
mobile lead types and explains the covetousness which it could cause.
This press replaces the frotton advantageously: in theory, the turntable of the press must uniformly distribute the pressure
on all the form, thus giving a regular impression; moreover, the side hinges of the turntable do not allow the least side
movement; one can then print the two sides of the sheet. The time of impression is considerably reduced. It is known that
Gutenberg could print 300 sheets per day.
The press of Gutenberg increases the speed of execution, makes it possible to print on the recto and the verso of the sheets
and ensures – at least in theory – obtaining a uniform impression on all the sheets. The first press which Gutenberg makes
build undoubtedly does not give him whole satisfaction. Printed papers form of this time show that certain letters, imperfectly
printed, were improved with the hand. But the principle in is excellent.
The paper of rag being particularly rough, a printer slightly moistened the sheet with an aim of supporting its adherence with
the characters. He delicately deposited the sheet on the types and one unscrewed the screw holding the turntable using a
lever or of a transverse bar – task which requested sometimes the help of two strong men.
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Press
The mobile types forming of the lines and those assembled on pages, the form (or tallies) containing two or four pages (or 8,
or 16 pages) was placed on the marble, left wooden table (then out of stone) placed at the base of the press. A printer inked
this form using pallets or balls out of leather of sheep doubled of wool and rises on a wood handle; he held one in each
hand of them and, after to have rubbed them one against the other in order to equalize ink by distributing it, he plugged the
form in all directions. When the balls were old, apprentices were charged to demolish them and card the oakum with their
nails (from where their nickname – perhaps – “children of the ball”).
The press of Gutenberg was said to have nerves because solidarity between the screw and the turntable was ensured by
means of nerves of ox or also tight cords with force. It was the bar which alternatively reduced to mount and the turntable,
whereas, on the more recent presses of use until today, of the counterweights and the springs raise it automatically. Mr.
Nicholson had proposed, in 1790, a kind of cylindrical form which one would have printed in the manner of fabrics, by
intercalating the sheet of paper between it and one and a drum of pressure; the two cylinders turned together and that
carrying the types was furnished at its top with an ink roller. In 1813, Donkin and Bacon took up this idea by replacing the
cylinders by two prisms, one carrying the wrapped types and the other of the sheet of paper; rotating, the sides of the prism
applied one to the other with precision. The invention of the ink rollers marked the end of the use of the balls, but that of the
cylinders did not make disappear the printing flat such as had conceived Gutenberg.
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1797: Iron press
During nearly three centuries, one built the presses out of wooden. The press as designed by Gutenberg remained of use during nearly one
century. It is only in 1797 that the American mechanic George Clymer built in Philadelphia the first iron press, in the shape of quadrant,
known as Colombian, with horizontal lever of demolition, substituted for the screw. It was adopted in the United States and was imported into
England in 1817. At this time, Lord Stanhope also made build a press of a certain elegance, out of cast iron and iron, whose mechanism was
based on the application of ingeniously combined levers, which increased the pressure and removed the second blow. Stanhope preserved
the principle of the wooden press: mobile marble, tympanum, chilly, etc., the English printers adopted the two models as well as a third: the
Albion press. Stanhope and the Colombian were introduced in Paris, at Didot’s place, in 1818. The presses of Stanhope and Clymer were
operated with arm and did not allow to apply them to great and fast pullings which the service of the political newspapers started to claim.
The tympanum, articulated frame furnished with a skin of parchment and fixed at the end of the marble, would have been invented at the
XVIth century. It received the sheet and was folded back then on the form, thus facilitating the margin and the location, just as the chilly one,
another framework adapted to the top of the tympanum folding back itself on him and the sheet of paper (in the manner of a wallet). The
chilly one (often in parchment, sometimes out of thin paper or thin paperboard) cut out according to the contour of the pages, masks the
parts which should not be printed (margins, in particular); it maintains the sheet in place and prevented from plunging in the large white, thus
guaranteeing it whole mackling, and it avoids in more the papillotage (slightly duplicated impression, clearness lack). The location was thus
made automatic and perfect.
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1444: Gutenberg comes back to Mainz
At the beginning of the XVIth century, one notices another improvement made to the press by the Flemish printer Josse Bade (1462-1535): the slide. Whereas
Gutenberg was to draw the heavy table to ink the forms and to deposit the sheet, the marble (or diagrid: stone table – from where its marble name: marble – or
wooden plate on which the form is deposited) becomes mobile; using a cord coming to be rolled up around a wheel, actuated by a crank placed on the side,
one makes it slip horizontally ahead and behind on a prolonged table.
The energy developed by the press of Gutenberg is weak. The whole operation of the press requires the competition from two to four men: a man to ink the
form, another to deposit the sheet, a third and sometimes a fourth to loosen the screw and to handle the form so necessary. The enormous wood screw is
quickly replaced by an easier metal screw with manier26. Around 1550, Léonard Danner, in Nuremberg, substitutes screws of copper for the wood screws. In
France, Brichet built at the XVIIth century (1650 according to some sources), a press of wood less cumbersome and more solid than the old one; it also replaces
the turntable out of wooden and the stone marble by a turntable and a marble out of cast iron. Because of dimensions of certain sizes, one needs sometimes
two blows to obtain the complete impression of a large page, from where the name of press with two blows. In 1620, the Dutchman W. Janszoon Blaew finds
the way of making raise the turntable when the impression is completed, without having to loosen the screw: it is the Dutch press. Around the same time the
press with a blow, model increased appears which makes it possible to print in only once the greatest in-folios.
In 1444 (1450 according to some sources), Gutenberg leaves Strasbourg, giving up a part27 of its workshop behind him, and returns to seek support among his
family, in Mainz.
On this subject, Philippe Beaudoin tells that to believe Paul Pater (1710) of it, “mathematics professor, Erhard Weigel, had invented a system of gear wheels to actuate the press. A man replaced two
thus of them. The printers however required of the inventor not to launch his invention in the trade. They feared to become idle. And the inventor agreed. What a generous abnegation! Philippe Beaudoin,
Gutenberg et l’imprimerie, p. 49.
27 It is known that it gave up (or was made fly) its press to be printed. It thus should be supposed that it made some build another in Mainz.
26
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Gutenberg’s printing press.
QPM slide.

Gutenberg’s press. Source:
http://cce108.wordpress.com/2012/05/02/d
ans-la-colonie-penitentiaire- franz-kafka-3/.

1444: The printer of Mainz. 2nd and 3rd associations
(Gutenberg/Gelthus et Gutenberg/Fust). 2nd trial
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The printer of Mainz
Back to Mainz, Gutenberg, as penniless as usual and then 46 years old, opens
a printing shop thanks to the financial support of his relative, Arnolt Gelthus,
who lends 150 guilders to him. Having improved its invention, he launches in
the public his first prints.
Two works of then reached us: the Poem of the last judgement and the
Calendar for 1448. These are two imperfect works, but they mark a decisive
stage.
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Indulgence, 1450
QPM slide
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Bible
At the end of August 1450, the rich Pierre Fust, who had known Gutenberg in Strasbourg at the time of its first trial, offer
with this last to lend to him 800 guilders with the help of an interest of 6% guaranteed by equipment, as well as a sum of 300
guilders a year during five years for expenses of workers, of rent and equipment (parchment, paper, ink, etc.). The money is
not lacking any more, and one prints of Donats. One reaches the perfection with the impression of the book, the Bible. In
1454, it obtains the contract of the letters of indulgence, a prestigious and renewable contract which states at the same time
that the Church is very ready to adopt printing to spread its messages.
Contrary to a common prejuge, the Roman Church never fought printing works at its beginnings; she hoped on the contrary
to make use of it to propagate the Good News. But the Reform and Counter-Reformation of XVIth century, combined with the
exponential development of printing at the Renaissance, obliged the Church to more control the thought and its
demonstrations, in particular in the newspapers and the books. Created in 1559 (promulgated in 1563, according to JeanPaul Fontaine, op. cit., p. 73) by pope Paul IV, the Index librorum prohibitorum, list of books whose reading is prohibited to
the catholics, was abolished only in 1966; it was the principal tool for control of the thought of which the Church was helped
then. But the control of the thought had by far preceded the edition by the Index: “… before even as printing allowed to
diffuse, the council of Soissons in 1121 made burn a manuscript of the treaty of Abélard on the Trinity because copies had
circulated without the pope or the Church approving them. Thereafter, they are the printers themselves which were
subjected to a severe regulation.“ René Major et Chantal Talagrand, « Les voix de la censure en interlocution », p. 21.
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Indulgence of 31 lines (1454)
QPM slide
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Gutenberg’s printing press rebirth
Gutenberg press’ reproduction, scale 1/1. Owner: Collège
Ahuntsic, Montréal. Personal picture of Mr. Michel Desjardins.

The same, operated by M. Nelson Tousignant, one of the founding
members of the Quebec Printing Museum. Personal picture of Mr.
Michel Desjardins.
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To avoid the sheet be mackled when it made contact with the inked form, one had invented the tympanum and
the chilly one. The location was thus made automatic and perfect. At the same time as a blue-collar worker the
sheet places on the tympanum, an assistant inks the form using the plugs.
Reconstitution of a press out of wooden of 17th and 18th centuries, such as that of which
could have served Benjamin Franklin or Fleury Mesplet. Museum of printing, Lyon. One
notices the improvements made to the press of Gutenberg: the tympanum and the chilly
one (on the left, in diagonal), who allow the location and the apistographe impression,
and the mobile marble. .

The press with chilly. QPM slide.

But the motion of the press still requests the services of a quite muscular man.
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Typographic ink
Gutenberg manufactured its ink with linseed oil and lampblack: this process, which
one allots sometimes paternity to him, gives a fattier and very siccative ink, which
clings better to paper that the inks used by the scribes, the copyists and the
xylographers. Still today, the linseed oil is not replaced by the resin oil, more corrosive,
than for the newspapers printed at high speed. As for benzoil or alcohol, very volatile,
they only become vehicles to ink of large surfaces at high speed, as in the impression
of posters announcing the weekly football games in Belgium in the years 1960.
Gutenberg did not employ that black lampblack inks. It had observed, in the workshop
of his mother, the “grounds” of colors used in the baths with pottery. Before its death,
the Mainz printers used red inks, violets and yellows.
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St. John the Evangelist
Here is certainly saint John the Evangelist, but in the
version which the Church names “holy John Latin Porte”,
whose festival is on May 6th (festival of the printers), the
festival of saint John the Evangelist being fixed at
December 27th. The legend makes come John to Rome,
which is not certain. He died in Patmos or Ephesus, in an
unknown way (in peace or martyr, or brought to the sky
like the prophet Elie). QPM slide.

Let us note that the patron saint of the printers is st. John the
Evangelist, represented opposite in an illumination of the XVth
century. The choice of st. John is justified by the use printers
make of oil. St. John undergoes the martyr while being plunged,
close to the door of Rome which leads to Latium – re-named
then Latin Door –, in a boiling oil pot. Wasn't author of a Gospel,
epistles and Apocalypse (the Johannist corpus), st. John himself
at the same time writer and editor? How much authors of today
didn't think of plunging their editor in a boiling oil pot or a soup
tureen of peas? Be reassured, according to the legend, God
miraculously transformed into refreshing bath the boiling oil pot
in which the Romans plunged st. John. Marteau de Langle de
Cary et G. Taburet-Missoffe, Dictionnaire des saints, p. 165.
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The mould of 1st kind: types have unequal heights
The first texts made up in mobile metal types by Gutenberg go back to 1436.
The first moulds he manufactured at that time had the shape of a funnel and did
not allow to obtain types a rigorously identical height.
Mould of 1st kind, by Gutenberg. →
QPM slide.
← The metal jet was sawn and the
height of the type was obtained by
successive clippings made with the
graver. Ibid.
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A shelf: lead, too malleable metal
The punches that Gutenberg engraved were out of brass or bronze and the
matrices out of lead. All was limited to the stereotyping of the letters if the
matrices were out of lead, then to the casting of metal in a sand mould (largely
widespread technique at its time) which formed the body of the letter using a
kind of chuck applied to the matrix, or to the casting to the matrices, rows ones
beside the others on only one plates, in order to obtain reliefs which one
separated then. The metal employed by Gutenberg was lead, inexpensive but
also very – too – malleable. Under the pressure of the turntable, the characters
lost quickly of their clearness and became unsuitable for new print.
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Typographical lead: Pierre Schœffer
Pierre Schœffer (1425-1503). QPM slide.

In 1450, Gutenberg needs founders and engravers. He hires Pierre Schœffer (Schöffer according to Guy Bechtel, op. cit., p.
21; Schoiffer, according to Émile Leclerc, op. cit., p. 31 and Pierre Lecerf, op. cit., p. 16, which announces also the
orthographies Schöffer and Schœffer. Here, I retained this last orthography), of Germersheim (Hesse-Darmstadt), an old scribe
of the Sorbonne which draws the letters and is interested particularly in engraving on metal and fusion of metals. In Paris,
Schœffer was occupied, in 1449, with the transcription of books and the trade of manuscripts. and he was initially to the service
of Fust. His travel had made known to him certain mechanical processes in the use of metals, which applied by him to printing
works, provided him the means of melting out of lead and with much more speed the mobile letters in blocks of copper called
matrices and to thus give a perfect clearness to the characters. Employed by Gutenberg, serious Schœffer of the soft iron
parts, which are then heated and soaked; then he strikes these drifts steel soaked a matrix out of copper, copper, which is a
more malleable metal; then, having laid out this matrix of copper with the center of a mould, he obtains a print in relief by
means of an alloy of lead, tin and approximately 25 % of antimony melted in a crucible. One must see in Schœffer, spirit clever
and practical, the idea to incorporate in lead in fusion of tin and antimony, a metal which has the ability to make lead harder.
One also owes him the idea of the mobile hand mould, about similar to that which was still of use before the appearance of the
casting machines. With the release from the mould, one obtains a small block of bearing metal in relief the letter of the punch; it
is this small block of metal which one names “type;” art to print is called consequently the typography. Despite everything this
progress, the types of this time were nevertheless to show a certain structural weakness: in 1570, Alde Manuce is still
constrained to change types with each volume.
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Source : http://theredlist.com/

The Old ones confused antimony with its sulfide; they lent
noble qualities to him, going even until calling it regula metal
(“small king”), because of the fact that it combines very easily
with gold. Antimony offers great analogies with arsenic. Owing
to the fact that it entered the chemical composition of the inks
used by the monks copyists, those, by absorbing it during their
work, were often poisoned and some died about it – from there
its antimony name which Basile Valentin gave him, first to
describe the properties of them, in the XVth century. It
incorporate antimony 25% in “typographical lead” offered also
the advantage of preventing the “withdrawal” who usually
occurs during the cooling of a molten metal, antimony
increasing contrary to volume while cooling. These properties
of antimony were the object of a famous novel: The Name of
the Rose, Umberto Eco (1980), carried successfully to the
screen, with Sean Connery in the main role (1986).

Antimony: The Name of the Rose
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The mould of 2nd kind: types have equal heights
At the same time as it improves hardening of its types, Gutenberg redraws the
moulds so that a contracting of the opening marks in a uniform way the birth of
the jet; thus, the jet could be crossed in the same place over the length of all the
types, which did not have to be clipped any more to be all the same height.

← Mould of 2nd kind, by Gutenberg. QPM slide.
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The advantage of the mould of 2nd kind
It results a time-saving from it on the preparation from the form, which one calls
“working,” because the height of each type does not have to be any more corrected
according to the height of the other types. The mould of first kind does not give any
indication of the precise place where the type should be cut moreover metal which
ran. On the contrary, the mould of second kind indicates this place with precision and
thus makes it possible to obtain constantly and quickly types uniform height. Another
advantage of the use of a mould for the reproduction in series of identical letters is
thus the speed of reproduction of these letters. Whereas the engraver engraves one
punch which one can quickly reproduce of many times, the xylographer carved the full
text.
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Le composteur
Typographer holding a composter.
Picture belonging to the author.

Composter. QPM slide.

“One calls St. John the whole of the small necessary tools to the
typographer and driver-typographer (grips, composter, plates,
gavel, etc).” Louis Delcommune et al., Lexique des mots usuels
employés en typographie, imprimerie, linotypie, reliure, p. 48.
The made up page is tight within a framework. It thus unites and lets itself pose where one wants.
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Printer at work
Imposition.
Picture belonging to the author.

Printing workshop.
Picture belonging to the author.
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A marriage rewarding a recipe of typographic ink!
Schœffer also invents an ink appropriate to print. He(it) charms Fust who gives
him(her) his(her) daughter in marriage, interesting him definitively to his own
business. “This man, said Arnold de Bergel, invented molds to which the
offspring gave the name of matrices. He was the first one who melted in the
bronze these signs of the word, the letters which we could combine in infinite
combinations.” These important improvements, which amounted to an invention
and freed the typography of the obstacles susceptible to hinder its progress,
were maybe the cause of discussions which determined the dissolution of the
association Gutenberg/Fust.
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The printer
The printer.
Picture belonging to the author.

Johann Fust (1400-1466).
QPM slide.
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Praise of the useless man
Gutenberg having delivered all its secrets and reached the height of the perfection, he
is not necessary anymore: he can disappear!
In the month of December 1452, the funds of which laid out the typographer are
absorbed. He must contract a new arrangement with Fust. This one agree not to claim
to him the interests stipulated by the first contract, but it is released by a single
payment from 800 guilders from the sums which it should have paid during the three
years which association was to still last, that is to say a total of 900 guilders. Towards
the end of 1455 in Paris, a specimen on vellum of the Bible of 42 lines is sold like
manuscript, approximately 2,000 francs.
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Fust, printer
Bible of 42 lines (1455). Ibid.

Psalter (1457). The logo appearing in the bottom of the printed
paper form is the distinctive badge of Fust & Schœffer. Ibid.
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Almost ruined
Though eight times less expensive than a true manuscript, this book (the Bible
of 42 lines) is still too expensive to find as many purchasers as it is necessary
by Gutenberg in order to extinguish his debts and Fust to seal his cupidity.
Disappointed in his calculations and recognizing in Schœffer practical qualities
which appear to have been lacking for Gutenberg, Fust then raises difficulties
on the already advanced sums and the interests. He claims the immediate
refunding of the 2,020 guilders which he engaged in the business, the act of
loan going back to five years and two months. Gutenberg, which converted all
its capital into equipment, does not have a penny, in addition to the character of
the Bible of 36 lines and that of the Letters of indulgence printed in 1455 at the
request of the pope Nicholas V.
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Ruined
The court agrees with Fust (Fust is also the brother of the burgomaster…). The judgement of
November 6th, 1455 condemns Gutenberg to pay the interests and the part of the capital
which it had employed with its personal profit. It gives up its equipment in payment. The first
printer is ruined. We are in 1455 and from now on two rival printing shops rise in Mainz. The
printing of Fust, called Zum Humbreicht, is best provided out of equipment. Schœffer takes
advantage of its rights on the beautiful types of the Bible of 42 lines, carried out obviously
according to its process by means of the steel drift, of the matrix struck out of copper and the
hand mould. To Gutenberg, one leaves the types manufactured according to the old manner,
much less perfect, i.e. the types of Catholicon and the Bible of 36 lines, and which had
moreover the disadvantage of being larger, which made the bulkier impression more
expensive and book.
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1455: The printer of Eltville.
4th association (Gutenberg/Homery)
On January 17th, 1465, the archbishop Adolphe de Nassau ennobles Gutenberg by giving him the title
of gentleman of the court, along with various remunerations. But he must follow this prince in his main
home of Eltville, in suburbs of Mainz. Gutenberg is not at the end of his resources. The financial help
comes to him from Conrad Homery, Doctor in Laws, syndic of Mainz, political leader and chancellor of
the council. Not wanting to separate from its printing, acquired at the expenses of Homery and
probably mortgaged with this one, it obtains to transport it in Eltville. Aged, Gutenberg does not print
much any more himself; he is prevented besides by its employment at the court. He entrusts his
printing shop, whose equipment is restricted, to the two brothers Henri and Nicolas Bechtermüncze,
his pupils, who work under his direction. This printing produced, of living printer, Vocabularium latinoteutonicum, extracted Catholicon, whose single one and splendid specimen is preserved at the
National Library of Paris.
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1468: Dead of Gutenberg
Used by work and the problems, Gutenberg dies on February 3rd, 1468, old of approximately 70 years.
At once after his death, Conrad Homery is made restore, by the archbishop Adolphe de Nassau, the equipment
of his printing works, committing himself selling it to a middle-class man of Mainz, in preference to very other, at
equal price. He yielded it to Nicolas Bechtermüncze, remained only, who was already holder.
Here content of the act which can make believe that Conrad Homery was or his associate or his money-lender:
Moi, le docteur Conrad Homery, je reconnais par les présentes que le très haut prince mon maître (l’archevêque Adolphe de
Nassau) m’a fait remettre toutes les formes, les caractères, les outils et instruments faisant partie du métier, laissés par Jean
Gutenberg après sa mort, instruments qui m’appartiennent, et sont encore aujourd’hui en ma possession, et par contre je
m’engage à n’imprimer avec ces formes et caractères qu’à Mayence seulement et nulle part ailleurs. Quant à la vente de ces
ouvrages, tout bourgeois de Mayence aura la préférence, à égalité de prix, sur un étranger, et sera servi avant tout autre. En
foi de quoi j’appose mon sceau à cet écrit fait le 25 février 1468 (Guy Bechtel, op. cit., p. 616).
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Prince Adolphe of Nassau
This clause, imposed by prince Adolphe, to the holder of the printing press of
Gutenberg to print only in Mainz, proves significance which he attached to the
conservation of this printing like monument of a so honorable invention for this city.
Gutenberg having died without heir, his printing, which was already lower than that of
Fust and Schœffer, was not long in disappearing and nobody was interested to defend
the inventor. It is what explains the little which is known as of Gutenberg and the small
share which was then made to him. Let us add that, during the War free-Prussian of
1870-1871, most of the archives of Strasbourg was destroyed. That left ten years a
quasi complete vacuum in the life of Gutenberg.
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Suppliers

As of the end of the XVth century, one
sees appearing foundries of types,
manufacturers of inks, in short, which
we call today of the suppliers, who
supply the printers.

A French founder of Tours (France) established in
Antwerp (Belgium): Christophe Plantin (15141589), according to an engraving of Henri Goltziu.
Ibid.
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François Didot: standardization of sizes of types
Engineering problems arise quickly: there are no international standards relating to the cast
iron of the types. Each founder melts of the types which cannot be appropriate for all the
presses because of their different dimensions. The problem will be solved by an international
convention – one of the first of the kind –, initiated by the French founder François-Ambroise
Didot (1730-1804), who gave to the typographical character his final dimensions
Various sizes of types. Ibid.
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Expansion

Printing works multiply very quickly, not only in Europe, but
also in North America. The image gives an idea the speed of
penetration of graphic industries to the United States.
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Diversity of fonts and sizes
The types become increasingly small and their drawing is more varied and precise.
The Gothic is still used, but it is reduced, slowly disappearing.
This time that one calls the Rebirth encourages obviously the founders to imitate the
Roman characters, those which one found on the ancient monuments like the Trajan
column. Redrawn and diversified, the types are soon recognizable according to the
founders who manufacture them. One then classifies them as various families: Elzévir,
Didot, the Antique.

Families of types. Ibid.
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Progress: speed
As of its invention by Gutenberg, the printing press underwent many changes which
caused to reach a great perfection of impression and a speed of increasingly
vertiginous production. One of these improvements is due to the fact that types – or
plates – of metal, which have a uniform surface of impression, replaced the types – or
the boards – cut in wood, having a surface of which the height varied much from one
corner to another of the page. Whereas the sheets of paper pulled by grips fixed at a
cylinder could not uniformly contact with the wooden composition, this problem
disappeared when the metal plate or the typographical composition replaced the
wooden composition. It is still Gutenberg, inventor of the typography, which one finds
in the beginning even this progress.
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The uneven surface of the woodblock
composition was the problem of the lack of
uniformity of printing. QPM slide.

The uniformity on the surface of
typesetting alleviated the problem of
lack of uniformity of printing, but did
not solve it. Ibid.

The uniformity of the metal surface to be printed
solve the problem of the uniformity of printing. Ibid.
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Gutenberg’s heirs
Among the thousands of craftsmen and main printers which made evolve graphic arts after Gutenberg, I propose to you to
retain nine of them (but there is obviously more):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

William Caxton (1422-1491), first English printer.
Alde Manuce (1450-1515), inventor of italics and pocket book.
William Caslon ((1692-1766), first English founder.
John Baskerville (1706-1775), English founder, types designer.
Gianbattista Bodoni (1740-1813), Italian founder, types designer.
Hippolyte Auguste Marinoni (1823-1904), French rotatives manufacturer, owner of newspapers.
Fredrerick W. Goudy (1865-1947), designer.
Eric Gill (1882-1940), designer of « antique » font (just like this one you are reading).
Jan Tschichold (1902-1974), model maker of avant-garde.

This splendid work of impression on paper was accompanied of course by such a beautiful work on the binding. All these
innovations made it possible an industry to be born and to change the face even our civilization. By simply creating mobile
lead types and an effective printing press, by improving inks and paper in order to ensure a long life the printed papers form,
Gutenberg supported the communication between the people and revolutionized our lifestyle.
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Gutenberg’s heirs
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Beautiful books
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Conclusions
It is for several reasons that the invention of Gutenberg revolutionized modern science. We saw that Gutenberg had faced
the total problem of the impression of the documents by peeling it in its various sub-problems and by finding for each one of
those a simple, final solution then by joining together all these solutions in a unified technique.
Most great scientific theories of modern science, in particular in the XIXth century (and Gutenberg announces itself there still
clearly advances some over its time), are only syntheses of preexistent partial theories. For example, to manage from there
to write the Origin of the species and to publish this book in 1859, Charles Darwin took as a starting point the works by
Charles Lyell, Lamarck, of Thomas R. Malthus, and of hundreds of others of which it withdrew substantial marrow and made
a synthesis of it. One can say the same thing of the economic theory of Karl Marx as expressed in the Capital (1867): the
sources of Marx like works of Adam Smith, Thomas R. Malthus, Ludwig Feuerbach and many others are found there under
components of brilliant and imposing synthesis of Marx. Lastly, the psychoanalysis of Sigmund Freud, who spreads himself
in almost all its width in the Interpretation of dreams (1900), finds its sources in the work of Jean Charcot, Josef Breuer and
several others; the theory of Freud is in fact an amalgam of scattered elements gathered in a theory unified, interview and
formulated by Freud.
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Conclusions
As regards the history of the technique, the invention of the letter press printing
proceeds of the same process and, as the theories from which I come to speak, it
reaches the stage of paradigm (within the meaning of Thomas S. Kuhn in The
Structure of Scientific Revolutions) by initiating a new manner of thinking, a new
method, by imposing a new tool on the scientific research: a library where all the ideas
of the world are found, essential to the germination of all the ideas, all the inventions
of modern technologies and all the scientific theories of the last five centuries.
The printing press makes it possible science to be well more spread and to be
popularized than could not do it the manuscripts patiently reproduced in several
specimens by the monastic scribes of the Middle Ages; the scientific thought circulates
from now on in all the Occident.
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Conclusions
The invention of Gutenberg also makes it possible to fight the superstitions, in particular that which claims that the
substitution of the work of the hand by a machine is diabolic. It was believed, underlines John Man, that the passage of the
handwritten rewriting of the Bible to his composition in lead types and with its mechanical impression would make it possible
to eliminate from them the many mistakes formerly made by the copyists and thus to reinforce the Christian unit by the
uniformity of the contents of the Bible. Actually, the invention of Gutenberg was already quite widespread in Europe when, in
1517, the Reform burst. Each reformer then had at his disposal a printing works thanks to which it could direct with his own
way (or almost) the interpretation of the Holy Writings. Instead of reinforcing the Christian unit, printing works supported of it
the bursting in a myriad of small Churches, various sects and religious groups, as Elizabeth L. Eisenstein supports it in The
Printing Press as an Agent of Change, p. 685.
On another side, the catholic hierarchy believed that printing works would help it to spread the Good News. Its belief was
obviously founded on the idea that it would be possible for him to keep the control of the contents of what was printed.
There still, the history showed that the Church of Rome quickly lost this control, the Protestants while profiting to print all that
the Church condemned. What some could call the “perverse effects,” undesired, of modern printing works was, in fact, of the
effects liberators. Adaptability of the typography and of the press to be printed with the needs generated by the revival for a
finally released thought allowed not only modern science to open out, but also with innumerable, adventurous spirits to exert
their talents.
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Conclusions
Voltaire said: “Dare to think by yourself!” (« Liberté de penser », Dictionnaire philosophique, p. 261), and
Emmanuel Kant had repeated it: “Have the courage to serve to you as your own understanding!” (« Qu’est-ce
que les Lumières ? », Vers la paix perpétuelle. Que signifie s’orienter dans la pensée ? Qu’est-ce que les
Lumières ?, p. 43). Today, one can affirm that without the invention of Gutenberg, these watchwords would have
been much more difficult to follow. Following the example of the internalist historians, it is possible to think that
the invention of the typography being ripe to appear, it would have been ineluctably invented by another person
if Gutenberg had not developed it. But the history teaches us that it is indeed him who managed to synthesize
that whose letter press printing is the result. The rest is only conjecture.
Thanks to this synthesis, and perhaps without Gutenberg of it being quite conscious, the conditions of existence
of human changed when they were able to fix their written thoughts in a way durable and easy to transmit. As
well as the language articulated, which allowed, inter alia elements, to the man to dissociate monkey, the
printing press was a development tool for humanity, the starter, the release of the Gutenberg Revolution,
prelude to this other revolution which we currently cross: that of the Internet and its multiple applications, which
one says sometimes that it announces the death of the printed paper. But, there still, they are only conjecture
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and vain speculation.
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